IPS Use Case / iWorkflow

Business Process
Digitalization
Handover

AI driven iWorkflow automates
digital handover and
commissioning packages

IPS Solution
iWorkflow

Industry
Oil & Gas Pipeline

Benefit to Customer
A global operation company wanted to automate the
commissioning packages from engineering packages
issued by EPCs. IPS’ iWorkflow Digital Handover
removed nonvalue added manual work and freed out
operation resources
Applying IPS’ iWorkflow AI solution, IPS was able to
configure solutions to extract data from tagged
equipment (mechanical, electrical, instruments) along
with extracting key design and operational information
from engineering and vendor documents to automate
commissioning packages, saving at an average 70%
of manhours per package.

IPS Solution
iWorkflow Digital Handover integrates iDrawings and iDocuments AI solution,
efficiently identifies asset tagging, related engineering information on all types of
documents, then utilizes reporting functions to generate customized handover
and commissioning packages and helps customers to identify inconsistencies
and gaps.

P&ID, Electrical, Instrument Drawings and Datasheets

The Challenge
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While performing startup and commissioning,
data from engineering and vendor needs to be
extracted and reorganized into a commissioning
package
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This is a nonvalue added step, and mainly
involves data reorganization and reformatting
from different data sources
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The commissioning package most of the time,
is done manually, by the startup team, and this
is a time-consuming process.
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Commissioning checklist

There are resource limitations in the operation
team, and this work adds to the resources’
constraints

iWorkflow integrates IPS AI Solutions to automate business workflow
and replace majority of manual work. IPS AI technology extracts data
from P&IDs, Electrical drawings, Datasheets, lists and records.
Performs cross checking, data integration and automates the digital
handover and commissioning workflow. Enable productivity gains of 2
to 10 times faster.
Please contact us contact@ips-ai.com for more information and visit our website
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2 ~ 10 X Productivity Gains
50% ~ 90% Schedule Saving
50% ~ 90% Cost Saving

www.ips-ai.com to request a demo

